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Description

[0001] The invention relates to the production of a med-
ical report and, more specifically, provides an apparatus
and method for electronically producing at least a part of
a medical report, in addition to a computer readable de-
vice for performing the method.
[0002] When a patient is examined by a medical pro-
fessional, vast amounts of data are often collected. This
can include many different types of data depending upon
the examination procedures that the patient is subjected
to; for example, the data may be observations recorded
by the medical professional such as physical symptoms,
measurement results from various medical devices, data
from images such as CT, or MRI examinations or reports
regarding performed surgery or medical interventions.
[0003] Previously, data has been collected in a number
of manners, primarily using handwritten notes, key-
boards, dictation devices or via speech recognition. This
data is often required to be presented in the form of a
medical report, which can be used to summarise the pa-
tient’s current condition or to present information ob-
tained by a specialist to other medical professionals.
These medical reports can often be time consuming to
produce and can also vary in style and form depending
upon the medical professional generating the report. In
some cases, this can lead to ambiguous and/or inaccu-
rate medical reports, in some cases even with relevant
data being missed from the medical report.
[0004] Standard templates for medical reports have
been employed previously, wherein a medical profes-
sional must fill in the template using manually entered
text. US 2006/0020886 A1 describes such a method, for
example.
[0005] US 2005/114283 A1 generally relates to gen-
erating a report using a knowledge base. More particu-
larly, US 2005/114283 A1 describes a first, a second and
a third display region. The first display region provides a
hierarchical menu of available keywords from a knowl-
edge base. The second display region provides a hier-
archical menu of particular keywords that have been se-
lected by the user. The third display region provides a
report from a sentence that was generated by populating
a sentence model based on the selected keywords. The
sentence can be edited by selecting a keyword from the
sentence, then selecting a replacement keyword from
the first display region. A grammar engine corrects the
grammar of the sentence based on user settings for the
keywords.
[0006] US 2006/020886 A1 generally relates to sys-
tems and methods for the customization of structured
data entry screen templates. The systems and methods
described in US 2006/020886 A1 include the hierarchical
organization of data capture fields, the defining of macro-
embedded sentences at each hierarchical level in addi-
tion to a set of rules for generating and aggregating sen-
tences. Lastly, the raw captured data and macro-embed-
ded sentences are stored and then merged together with

style sheets to generate semantically rich, natural-lan-
guage documents.
[0007] US 2004/168119 A1 generally relates to a meth-
od, apparatus, and article of manufacture for creating a
report on a computer. In accordance with an embodiment
described therein, one or more nodes of a decision tree
are displayed to a user. Information about the displayed
nodes are then received from a user. The information
includes at least one selected node. The structured report
is converted into a report based on the selected nodes.
In another embodiment described in US 2004/168119
A1 the structured report is stored in a database that is
connected to the computer. In a further embodiment de-
scribed in US 2004/168119 A1 the structured report is
electronically distributed via the Internet.
[0008] However, there exists a need for producing cus-
tomised medical reports containing relevant information
pertaining to each patient and/or each medical proce-
dure. There also exists a need to provide such reports in
a time and resource efficient manner and in a way that
enables information to be readily located from the med-
ical report even during generation of the report.
[0009] Furthermore, such reports should be very re-
sponsive when a user is working with it. Usability of a
report is increased if the user immediately sees a result
which he has generated by an input. A high responsive-
ness should be available even if the report is used in a
client-server environment. In this environment bandwidth
might be limited. Furthermore, the available network
might have a high latency.
[0010] The problem is solved by an apparatus for elec-
tronically producing at least a part of a medical report,
the apparatus and/or a component of the apparatus im-
plementing:

a question tree, the question tree comprising a plu-
rality of question nodes, at least some of the question
nodes representing a question, wherein at least one
of the questions is related to and depends upon the
answer of another of the questions;

a report node tree comprising a plurality of report
nodes, wherein at least one of the report nodes com-
prises and/or represents a text template; and

an engine adapted to

- receive inputs, at least one of the inputs relating
to the question of a selected question node of
the plurality of question nodes,

- store the input in the selected question node
and/or associated therewith,

- identify at least one affected report node asso-
ciated with the selected question node,

- change a property, in particular a visibility prop-
erty, of at least one of the at least one affected
report nodes, and

- preferably, insert and/or store the received input
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in either the at least one affected report node
and/or the selected question node.

[0011] The present invention provides an apparatus
for electronically producing a medical report preferential-
ly by answering a series of typically interrelated ques-
tions, which are represented in a hierarchical, preferably
tree-like data structure, and identifying relevant text tem-
plates or other objects arranged in a second hierarchical,
preferably tree-like data structure corresponding to
and/or being derived from the answers given.
[0012] The questions are preferably presented in the
form of question nodes that form a question tree, although
not every question node may relate to a question. As
used herein, the term question should be understood as
including direct questions, e.g., "Where is the tumour lo-
cated?", and/or more general statements designed to
prompt a user to insert information, e.g., "Location of tu-
mour". In addition, the tree-like data structure may have
one or more starting points for branches of the tree; that
is, where the answer to one question leads to a further
question being asked. Preferably, however, all the ques-
tions are commonly related to a global theme, e.g., bro-
ken bone, tumour, etc. Thus, in one interpretation, the
questions are interrelated to a common theme, but not
all questions are related to each other.
[0013] The text templates are preferably presented in
the form of report nodes that form a report node tree,
although not every report node may contain a text tem-
plate. Text template should herein be understood as a
text and/or object based element. The text based element
is, for example, a text string which can comprise one
character, many characters, one word, many words, one
sentence, many sentences, or any combination. The text
template may also be a blank text string, i.e., comprise
blank spaces as characters. These can be "filled in" as
appropriate depending upon the received input. Addition-
ally, the text template can comprise objects and/or func-
tions, either alone or in combination with text based ele-
ment(s). The report nodes may correspond to one or
more of a plurality of question nodes. Each report node
may be provided with one or more properties, preferably
a visibility property. Initially, the visibility property is typ-
ically set to hide the report nodes from view.
[0014] The apparatus comprises an engine which re-
ceives inputs relating to the questions of the question
tree. Specifically, an input relating to a question node
may be input to the engine. The input is preferably either
an element that is selected from a list provided at the
question node, i.e., a YES/NO or a), b), c), or is input by
a user of the apparatus. The input may be text-based
which also includes numerical values.
[0015] The engine might be hosted on the client side
of the system. Thus, the inventive data structures for
questions and text allow loading most or all of the relevant
data at the very beginning. Afterwards, the user interac-
tion can take place without any further or very little use
of a network resource. Accordingly, the inventive appa-

ratus provide offline capability. E.g. the user might dis-
connect and continue working with the report.
[0016] Also, the inventive data structure allows organ-
izing the input of the user in a very efficient manner. En-
tries can be processed immediately and lead to text re-
sults which can be cross-checked. With the given data
trees complex conditions can be implemented for gen-
erating text, whereby the implementation requires very
little calculation power.
[0017] The relationship between the question and re-
port trees allows fast interaction between these trees and
thus ensures high responsiveness. Also, the report tree
structure allows modifying text of a report manually with-
out having to break up the relationship between the ques-
tion nodes and the report nodes such that changing an-
swers to certain questions at a later stage will not affect
the functionality of the report.
[0018] In combination with receiving the input, the en-
gine is preferably adapted to store the input. Preferably,
the input is stored either in the report nodes affected when
answering the question or in the nodes of the question
tree. A memory associated with the respective trees may
also be provided. Thus, no separate data structure for
storing the inputs needs to be implemented. This saves
memory and resource when several inputs need to be
processed. The engine may also change a stored prop-
erty of the question and/or report nodes when storing an
input.
[0019] The engine further identifies at least one affect-
ed report node of the report tree. In one embodiment, the
engine (or associated memory) comprises a relationship
table that indicates a relationship between question
nodes and report nodes. The relationship table may also
comprise an indication as to when the relationship is val-
id, i.e., the relationship may depend upon the received
input given in answer to the question corresponding to
the question node. Using this table, the engine may iden-
tify which of the report nodes are affected or influenced
by the input relating to the specific question node. The
relationship can also be stored within the nodes, e.g. by
using pointers or IDs. In an alternative embodiment the
relationship between question nodes and report nodes
can also be implemented by matching attributes, e.g.
names or identifiers, of the question node and the report
node. The respective matching can be implemented by
the engine at runtime.
[0020] Once the relevant report nodes have been iden-
tified, the engine changes a property of the report nodes,
preferably a visibility property. In this way, report nodes
that are initially provided hidden from view can be dis-
played upon the engine receiving an input corresponding
to the relevant report nodes.
[0021] Accordingly, a medical report may then be dy-
namically generated by answering the questions corre-
sponding to the question nodes. This is particularly ad-
vantageous as the user of the apparatus is provided only
with the information that is directly of relevance and in a
controlled manner, i.e., by answering one question at a
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time. The report may subsequently be dynamically al-
tered depending upon the inputs, meaning that the text
of text templates can be displayed and removed depend-
ing upon the answers to the questions. In this way, fewer
mistakes when preparing the medical report can occur
by the user being overloaded with information or forget-
ting to insert other information. Moreover, the report can
be provided in a more standardised manner meaning that
any medial professional looking at the report may be able
to readily identify the relevant information.
[0022] In a further embodiment, the engine is adapted
to display at least parts of the text template of at least
one report node based on the property, in particular a/the
visibility property, of at least one report node, the dis-
played text template forming at least a part of the medical
report.
[0023] In this regard, the engine causes text and/or
objects forming the text template to be displayed to a
user, wherein the displayed text forms at least a part of
the medical report. Additional text could also be included
in the report, as could the results of certain calculations.
Moreover, only parts of the text template may be dis-
played, which is particularly relevant when the final form
of the text template may depend upon additional inputs
received in relation to other question nodes. In this way,
the user can be presented with a hint as to what other
additional inputs must be provided to complete the text
template.
[0024] In an additional or alternative configuration, the
apparatus further comprises a memory for storing a plu-
rality of relationships, the relationships including:

- a relationship between at least one question node
and at least one report node; and/or

- relationships between report nodes; and/or
- relationships between question nodes.

[0025] In one embodiment, the respective data is per-
manently stored on a server and loaded into the memory
of a client at the beginning of the execution of the routine
to create the medical report. Afterwards, no or very little
communication might be required.
[0026] The memory may be a memory that is external
to the engine or internal to the engine and preferably
stores relationships between question nodes and report
nodes. Relationships between report nodes may also be
stored in this memory, although it is possible that these
are stored in a different memory. Relationships between
question nodes may also be stored in the memory asso-
ciated with the engine although it is possible that these
are stored in a different memory. Providing these rela-
tionships allows the engine to quickly identify which of
the report nodes are affected by an input of a specific
question node.
[0027] In one further embodiment, at least one report
node, preferably at least one text template of at least one
report node, comprises and/or is associated with at least
one function, the output of the function depending upon

the input of at least one question node, wherein, upon
receiving an input related to a question of the question
nodes, the engine is preferably adapted to at least par-
tially solve the at least one function based on the input
of the respective question node.
[0028] Providing functions within text templates means
that certain inputs can be adapted for insertion into the
text template. That is, the function may transform an input
into an appropriate output to be inserted into a sentence.
This is relevant primarily for linguistic reasons such that
a text template can be presented in a grammatically cor-
rect fashion. The functions, however, are not limited to
linguistic functions and may also be mathematical, i.e.,
return an output calculated on the basis of a numerical
input. The output could be numerical, text based, or be
image based (e.g., medical sketches that, in some em-
bodiments, may be manipulated by the inputs).
[0029] In one embodiment, there are many functions.
At least one of the functions may perform a 1-to-1 map-
ping between input and output values. The output values
of the function can be text. In a preferred embodiment,
at least one of the output values of at least one function
comprises a further function. The further function can be
evaluated at runtime, e.g. by the engine. This allows
processing of input data in a recursive manner. Very com-
plex functions can be implemented with a very simple
structure. Also, the readability of the outputted text can
be improved by applying this inventive technique. The
further function can be evaluated once outputted by the
(parent) function. Alternatively, the function might require
further input from the question nodes. Thus, the engine
might evaluate the further function once all the necessary
input values are inputted.
[0030] In another, further embodiment, at least one re-
port node is adapted to receive free text, the engine
adapted to receive the free text as an input and, on the
basis of the input, update the at least one report node,
in particular the text template of the at least one report
node.
[0031] When a question requires text to be manually
inserted by a user, such as the specification of a date for
example, the engine may obtain the input and subse-
quently update the report node. This may include simply
inserting the text into a blank space of the text template,
in a similar manner to the functions described above.
Alternatively, the text template of the report node may be
"empty", and the free text can be used to fill in this report
node. The input could be stored in the report node itself,
or in the memory of the engine.
[0032] In an additional or alternative embodiment,
each report node tree may comprise at least one logical
report node, wherein preferably, the logical report node
is related to at least one child report node with an asso-
ciated text template.
[0033] The logical report nodes may be disposed in
the report node tree so as to provide instructions on how
various text templates are linked. The logical report node
may have an active property associated therewith, that
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indicates whether the node is active or not (i.e., opera-
tional or not operational), wherein this property may be
changed by the engine. Additional properties may also
be assigned to the logical nodes. The logical report node
may contain the instructions to enable the engine to iden-
tify whether or not a text template of a child node should
be displayed. Logical nodes may also be linked together
such that, when an active property of one logical node is
changed to not active, the active property of all nodes
that depend from this logical report node may also be
changed to not active. This may cause the text templates
associated with any of the logical nodes, either directly
or via children nodes, to change their visibility property,
preferably to hidden.
[0034] The engine is adapted to receive a first set of
inputs related to question nodes of a branch of the ques-
tion tree, a branch of the question tree comprising a plu-
rality of concatenated question nodes each related to at
least one question node of the branch, and wherein the
engine is further adapted to change a visibility property
of affected report nodes associated with the question
nodes of the branch based on the first set of inputs and,
in response to a change of one of the inputs of the first
set of inputs, the engine is adapted to change the visibility
property of at least one report node corresponding di-
rectly to the changed input, in addition to any report nodes
depending from the at least one report node correspond-
ing directly to the changed input. The apparatus further
comprises a memory adapted to store the received in-
puts. When the changed input is changed back to that
given in the first set of inputs, the engine is adapted to
change the visibility property of at least one report node
corresponding to the changed input, in addition to report
nodes depending from the at least one report node and
which have a corresponding stored input.
[0035] The visibility properties of report nodes may be
linked such that the visibility properties of any report
nodes depending from a first report node are changed in
correspondence with a change in visibility of the first re-
port node. Preferably, this is only applicable if an input
has already been received for these report nodes, i.e.,
that form the first set of inputs. In one arrangement, the
engine is adapted to identify each report node that sub-
sequently depends from a first report node. In other em-
bodiments, logical report nodes may be used to link report
nodes and are adapted to regulate their own active and
visibility properties. This is useful if a user changes the
input to a question such that text that is no longer relevant
can be hidden from view.
[0036] In an embodiment, preferably a further adapta-
tion of the embodiment above, the question and/or report
node trees are adapted to store the received inputs,
wherein, when a/the changed input is changed back to
that given in a/the first set of inputs, the engine is adapted
to change a/the visibility property of at least one report
node corresponding to the changed input, in addition to
report nodes depending from the at least one report node
and which have a corresponding stored input.

[0037] In this way, inputs that have already been input
by the user are stored even if these inputs are no longer
relevant based upon the inputs relating to previous ques-
tion nodes. The inputs could be stored in a memory as-
sociated with the question tree or report node tree. Pref-
erably, the inputs are stored within the nodes of the re-
spective trees. Therefore, when a user changes their an-
swer to a question that they have already changed, any
previously provided inputs to question nodes that depend
from that question node will be displayed when the input
is received. This avoids needlessly re-entering informa-
tion if a user accidently answers a question incorrectly.
[0038] In a further embodiment, an input to at least one
question node of the question tree causes duplication of
question nodes depending on the at least one question
node.
[0039] Preferably, the question tree is provided in a
complete form, i.e., all the questions are present and no
additional question nodes are created. However, in some
cases, duplication of question nodes may be necessary.
In this case, when an input is received by the engine, the
engine may be adapted to duplicate the question nodes
in accordance with the input. This may be directly, i.e.,
the engine performs the duplication, or indirectly, i.e., the
engine instructs another entity to perform the duplication.
The duplication is preferably based upon template ques-
tion nodes that do not form part of the question tree per
se, i.e., they are not accessible by answering questions.
A similar action may also occur with regards to the report
node tree; in this case, however, the report nodes may
also be sorted with respect to a question node number.
This reduces processing time when duplication is re-
quired, as the nodes are already present and can simply
be copied, rather than being created from scratch.
[0040] The apparatus may also further comprise ques-
tion tree generation means adapted to generate the
question tree including question nodes on the basis of
the plurality of questions, a plurality of answers related
to the plurality of questions, question relation identifiers
relating any of the plurality of question nodes to at least
a second question node, and input type identifiers indi-
cating a possible input type for each question node; and
report node tree generation means adapted to generate
the report node tree including the plurality of report nodes
on the basis of question-report node relation identifiers,
which relate one or more of the plurality of report nodes
to one of the plurality of question nodes.
[0041] The question tree generation means and the
report tree generation means may generate the tree data
structures on the basis of raw inputs, i.e., questions, an-
swers, and text templates. The nodes may subsequently
be linked depending upon the specific structure to be
used. This provides a means for generating the trees for
a variety of different input parameters.
[0042] In one embodiment, the question tree genera-
tion means further comprises: node generating means
for generating at least one question node by assigning
at least one selectable answer or character entry element
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to each of the plurality of questions on the basis of input
type identifiers indicating the possible input type for each
question node; question assigning means for assigning
a second question node to the at least one selectable
answer or character entry element of a selected question
node on the basis of the question relation identifiers; and
output means for outputting the question tree on the basis
of the output of the node generating means and the output
of the question assigning means.
[0043] In one embodiment, the report node tree gen-
eration means comprises:

- report node generation means for generating the plu-
rality of report nodes, wherein at least one report
node is related to another report node;

- node updating means for updating at least one report
node containing a text template on the basis of a
corresponding received input, wherein the input is
stored either directly or indirectly in the report node;
and

- output means for outputting the report node tree on
the basis of the output of the report node generating
means and the output of the node updating means.

[0044] The report node tree generation means may
comprise a report node generation means which produc-
es report nodes that corresponding to the questions of
the question tree, wherein at least one report node is
dependent upon another report node. In one arrange-
ment, the report node tree is generated on the basis of
identifiers relating text templates and/or logic to one an-
other. It may be that the report node tree is additionally
generated on the basis of identifiers relating text tem-
plates and/or logic to questions of the question tree. In
this sense, the report node tree may be similar to the
question tree, although this very much depends upon the
nature of the question being asked.
[0045] Moreover, node updating means may also be
provided, wherein the node updating means takes an
input received into the apparatus, i.e., from a user, and
modifies the report node on the basis of this. This may
include, for example, altering the text template corre-
sponding to the report node. For example, the text tem-
plate may include a function, or may be a blank text string,
and when the input is received, the node updating means
may alter the text template accordingly, e.g., inserting
the output of the function or inserting the input into the
text template. The completed or updated report node tree
may be output by the output means.
[0046] A further embodiment may comprise an inter-
face for displaying the question tree and for receiving the
report node tree, wherein a/the visibility property of each
report node of the report node tree is initially set to hide
the report nodes from view, and adapted to receive the
inputs from a user and forward the inputs to the engine.
[0047] In yet another embodiment, a first database for
storing a plurality of question nodes and a second data-
base for storing a plurality of report nodes are provided,

wherein the question tree and report node tree are formed
on the basis of a template identifier, the template identifier
indicating a first set of question nodes and a correspond-
ing first set of report nodes.
[0048] Such an arrangement offers complete custom-
isability for a user, in that a template identifier determines
which questions for the database are relevant to a spe-
cific medical report. A user can select a template identifier
and generate the relevant question nodes for the ques-
tion tree, and likewise for the report node tree, in order
to create a desired medical report. Preferably, both da-
tabases may be located on the server.
[0049] The problem is also solved by a method for elec-
tronically producing at least a part of a medical report,
the method comprising:

- providing a report node tree (RN) comprising a plu-
rality of report nodes, wherein at least one of the
report nodes comprises and/or represents a text
template;

- providing a question tree (Q), the question tree (Q)
comprising a plurality of question nodes, at least
some of the question nodes representing a question,
wherein at least one of the questions is related to
and depends upon the answer of another of the ques-
tions;

- receiving inputs, at least one of the inputs relating to
the question of a selected question node of the plu-
rality of question nodes,

- storing the input in the selected question node and/or
associated therewith,

- identifying at least one affected report node associ-
ated with the selected question node,

- once the at least one affected report node has been
identified, changing a property, in particular a visibil-
ity property, of the at least one affected report node,
and

- preferably, inserting and/or storing the received input
in either the at least one affected report node and/or
the selected question node

wherein the engine (50) receives a first set of inputs re-
lated to question nodes of a branch of the question tree
(Q), a branch of the question tree (Q) comprising a plu-
rality of question nodes that may be concatenated each
related to at least one question node of the branch, and
wherein the engine (50) changes a visibility property of
affected report nodes associated with the question nodes
of the branch based on the first set of inputs and,
in response to a change of one of the inputs of the first
set of inputs, the engine (50) changes the visibility prop-
erty of at least one report node corresponding directly to
the changed input, in addition to any report nodes de-
pending from the at least one report node corresponding
directly to the changed input.
[0050] The problem is also solved by a computer read-
able device comprising instructions that, when executed,
perform the method above.
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[0051] These and other aspects of the invention will be
apparent from and elucidated with reference to the em-
bodiments described hereinafter. The scope of the in-
vention is determined by the appended independent
claims. Any feature of the independent claims which is
determined in the description as optional or preferable,
shall be understood as essential in the scope of the in-
vention. Furthermore, preferable embodiments are de-
termined by the appended dependent claims.
[0052] In the following drawings:

• Fig. 1 shows an exemplary arrangement of the ap-
paratus for producing a medical report ac-
cording to the present invention;

• Fig. 2a shows an exemplary question tree;
• Fig. 2b shows an exemplary relationship table for

the question tree of Fig. 2a;
• Fig. 3a shows an exemplary report node tree;
• Fig. 3b shows an exemplary relationship table for

the report node tree of Fig. 3a;
• Fig. 4 shows an exemplary arrangement for the

question tree generation means; and
• Fig. 5 shows an alternative exemplary question

tree.

[0053] Fig. 1 shows an exemplary arrangement for re-
alising the present invention. The apparatus of the
present invention includes a question tree Q, a report
node tree RN, and an engine 50. The question tree Q is
presented to a user of the apparatus, preferably via an
interface 60.
[0054] The question tree Q includes a plurality of ques-
tion nodes. Preferably, each question node of the ques-
tion tree Q is associated with a question; however, it is
also possible that only some of the question nodes are
associated with questions. In some embodiments, the
questions are text-based, but may additionally or alter-
natively include image-based questions depending upon
the question to be asked.
[0055] Preferably, at least one of the questions is re-
lated to and depends upon the answer to another of the
questions. In other words, a second question is only rel-
evant depending upon the answer to a first question. For
example, a first question could be "Is a tumour present?"
to which the second question "How big is the tumour?"
is only relevant if the answer to the first question is YES.
In this case, the second question is related to the first
based upon one of the answers to be given, i.e., only
YES and not NO. It is also possible, however, that a sec-
ond question is related to the first question regardless of
the answer to the first question.
[0056] Therefore, the question tree Q contains a plu-
rality of question nodes, some of which are related. It
should be appreciated that this relation leads to a tree-
type data structure being formed, with a number of
branches stemming from various question nodes. Fig.
2a discloses an exemplary question tree Q. The number
of branches of the question tree Q is not limited and may

vary depending upon the set of questions used to form
the question tree Q.
[0057] As described above, preferably each question
is also associated with at least one answer. The answer
may take any form depending upon the question.
[0058] The question tree Q is preferably displayed to
a user of the apparatus. In one embodiment, the question
tree Q is displayed via an interface 60, as shown in Fig.
1. In this regard, the interface 60 can display the question
tree Q in any format as desired. In one arrangement, the
nodes of the question tree Q may be displayed wherein
the question nodes contain the questions therein. Alter-
natively, the question nodes may simply include a link to
the respective questions. The questions may be stored
in a first database 10 and may also be stored along with
corresponding answers. In either case, the question tree
Q is preferably displayed in a condensed form; that is,
parent question nodes that have one or more child ques-
tion nodes are displayed initially, while the child question
nodes are hidden. Providing an answer to the parent
question node may cause the child question nodes to be
displayed. That is, some question nodes may be initially
visible when the user begins creating the medical report,
with others hidden from view. In some embodiments, a
question tree appearance means may be used to alter
the appearance of the question tree Q on the interface 60.
[0059] In a preferred arrangement, the question tree
Q is provided in a complete manner. That is, the entire
question tree Q is accessible once provided to the inter-
face 60. In some cases, however, certain branches of
the question tree Q may need to be duplicated. For ex-
ample, if the question requires a number to be entered,
e.g., "How many suspect lymph nodes are there?", a sep-
arate branch may be created depending upon the nu-
merical value.
[0060] An example of this is seen in Fig. 2a. In this
case, Q2 may require a value to be inserted, in answer
to the question above for example. If the number is two,
then a first branch (Q21, Q211) may be created relating
to the first lymph node, and a second branch (Q21’,
Q211’) may be created relating to the second lymph
node; in each case, the question nodes of the branch are
identical. In one implementation, a template branch may
be provided, wherein the template branch includes a
number of question nodes that are never used them-
selves; in Fig. 2a, this includes Q021 and Q0211. Using
this template branch, a certain number of branches can
be created and added to the question tree Q by duplicat-
ing the nodes of the template branch.
[0061] The report node tree RN includes a number of
report nodes. The report nodes can take many forms as
will be discussed in more detail below, but at least one
of the report nodes includes a text template. The text
template may be one or more sentences of text, wherein
a sentence ranges from one to many characters. These
sentences of text may be complete sentences, or may
be sentences with just one single character (incl. letters,
punctuation or blank spaces) therein. These blank spac-
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es may be occupied by one or more additional elements
of text provided in relation to one or more questions. It
should also be appreciated that the text template may
also contain numerical values or characters. Some report
nodes may also include graphics or the like as the text
template, or graphics may be provided as part of a text
template in combination with text.
[0062] The report node tree RN is also preferably pro-
vided in a tree-like data structure, much like the question
tree Q. That is, some of the report nodes may be linked
and relate to other report nodes. This is particularly the
case when the text template of one report node is to be
inserted into the text template of the previous report node.
Fig. 3a shows an example of a report node tree RN.
[0063] The report node tree RN may also be provided
to the user, preferably via the interface 60. However, un-
like the question tree Q, the report nodes of the report
node tree RN are initially typically provided hidden from
view. That is, the report node tree RN may be created
and may then be provided to the user interface 60, but
the report nodes are not visible to the user at this time.
In this regard, each report node may be provided with a
property, particularly a visibility property, that indicates if
the report node is to be displayed or not. The property
may be indicated or assigned in any way to the report
nodes; for example, by a marker or a flag. In some cases,
all the report nodes are initially hidden from view. In other
cases, some report nodes may be initially visible when
the user begins creating the medical report.
[0064] The engine 50 is responsible for dynamically
creating the medical report, or at least a part of the final
medical report. The engine 50 receives inputs from the
user, preferably via the interface 60, wherein at least one
of the inputs corresponds to a question of a specific ques-
tion node. Generally, the inputs relate to answers of the
questions, although this may not always be the case. For
example, the input may relate to display properties of the
medical report, i.e., the brightness or font used. It should
also be noted that a plurality of inputs may also be spec-
ified for the same question node, for instance, when mul-
tiple elements from a list are to be selected.
[0065] The engine 50 may also store the inputs re-
ceived. The inputs could be stored in a number of loca-
tions. In one embodiment, the inputs may be stored in
the question nodes of the question tree Q. That is, the
engine 50 may update the question nodes to include an
indication of the input. Additionally, or alternatively, the
inputs could be stored in a memory 52. Fig. 1 shows the
memory 52 as a separate component, however the mem-
ory 52 could also be integrated with the engine 50.
[0066] On the basis of the input, the engine 50 identifies
related report nodes of the report node tree RN. That is,
the engine 50 locates at least one report node that cor-
responds to the question node. Moreover, the engine 50
further determines which of the report nodes are affected
by the input relating to a question node. That is, for ex-
ample, suppose question node Q11 of Fig. 2a relates to
a question that includes three options - for example, the

type of scan performed such as CT, MRI, etc. In Fig. 3a,
report nodes R11a, R11b, R11c, may include text tem-
plates relevant to each of the three options. Therefore,
when the engine 50 receives an input of "CT" as an input
for question node Q11, the engine 50 identifies the rele-
vant report nodes, for example R11a to R11c, and sets
(or confirms) the relevant visibility property - in this case,
that R11a is set to visible, and R11b and R11c are set
to hidden. Alternatively, the engine may only identify and
operate on report node R11a, and not report nodes R11b
and R11c.
[0067] In order to identify the relevant report nodes,
the engine 50 may also be provided with a memory 52
for storing a plurality of relationships, in a relationship
table for example. The memory could be a different mem-
ory to memory 52 for storing the inputs, but is preferably
the same memory 52. Ideally, the relationships include
a relationship between a question node and one or more
report nodes. To implement this, each question node may
be provided with a question node identifier QuID and
each report node may be provided with a report node
identifier RnID. The question node and report node iden-
tifiers QuID, RnID are not limited to any format and can
be specified depending upon the nomenclature to be
used.
[0068] In addition, a condition may also be stored,
wherein the condition indicates when the relationship is
true (or false) for example. That is, if the relationship is
valid only when the answer to the question of the question
node is YES, then the condition stored is a YES. There-
fore, an input indicating the question node identifier QuID,
for example Q11, and the answer to the question of the
question node, for example "CT", the engine 50 is adapt-
ed to consult the relationship table and identify that, in
this case, R1a is the relevant report node. Of course,
more than one report node may be related to a question
node.
[0069] In some cases, the question node identifier
QuID may be configured to indicate the answer to the
question of the question node simply by the choice of
identifier. That is, each possible answer to a question is
assigned a question node identifier QuID. This may, typ-
ically, lead to more than one question node identifier
QuID being assigned to each question node, whereby
the appropriate question node identifier QuID is received
and used by the engine 50.
[0070] The engine 50 is further adapted to change a
property of the identified report node. In a preferred em-
bodiment, the engine 50 changes a visibility property of
the identified report node, whereby the visibility property
indicates that the text template of the report node can be
either hidden or displayed. Using the example above,
when report node R1 is the identified node, the engine
50 changes the visibility property of the report node R1
to display the text template of the report node R1, more
specifically, at the interface 60.
[0071] In this way, the present invention can dynami-
cally produce a medical report. By answering a question,
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the engine 50 locates at least one affected report node
and, depending upon the action to be taken, changes the
property of the affected report elements. That is, sections
of text, i.e., the text template of a certain report node, are
switched from a hidden state to a displayed state.
[0072] Accordingly, a user can dynamically build a
medical report by answering the questions of the ques-
tion tree Q in such a way that only the relevant elements
of the report are displayed at any one time. This means
that the user is not faced with selecting multiple text tem-
plates to be displayed, or manually identifying and/or typ-
ing text to form the report.
[0073] With reference to Figs. 2a, 2b, 3a, and 3b, the
relationship between the question tree Q and report node
tree RN will be described more fully. It is stressed, how-
ever, that the specific relationships and questions used
in these figures are exemplary only, and are provided
only for a better understanding.
[0074] As stated previously, the question tree Q in-
cludes a number of questions that may be represented
by question nodes. These question nodes may also be
interrelated in accordance with the dependence of the
questions.
[0075] Referring to Figs. 2a and 2b, one can see that
Q1 is a parent question node and has a child depending
therefrom, Q11, and a grandchild Q111. As seen in Fig.
2b, question node Q11 could be a YES/NO based ques-
tion; for example, "Was a scan performed?" This is indi-
cated by the input type identifier InID of Fig. 2b, which
essentially provides the format that the input provided by
the user in response to the question is to be expected.
On the basis of the input type identifier InID, the question
nodes may also be provided with an appropriate selecta-
ble element, such as a selectable "tick" or "YES" provided
on the interface 60, or with a character entry element for
inserting one or more characters as a response - in this
case a "Y" to signify YES, for instance.
[0076] Fig. 3b shows an exemplary relationship table
that may be referenced and used by the engine 50 to
identify the report node in response to an input associated
with a question node. In the Fig., report node R1 is seen
to correspond to question node Q1. One can also identify
that the condition, i.e., YES or NO, determines the action
to be applied to the report node. Specifically, the YES
input causes the report node R1 to be displayed, while
the NO input causes the report node R1 to, in this case,
remain hidden.
[0077] In some cases, the report node contains a text
template, wherein the text template is displayed or hid-
den. In this example, the text template of report node R1
could read as "A #1 scan was performed on #2." Clearly,
in this example, if the input to question node Q1 is neg-
ative, i.e., NO, the text template of report node R1 should
not be displayed. As the report nodes and text templates
therewith are initially hidden, providing a NO input for
question node Q1 means that the engine 50 takes no
further action for this question, i.e., it does not change
the visibility property of this report node.

[0078] In contrast, when the input is positive, i.e., YES,
the engine 50 identifies that a property of the report node
R1 is to be changed; specifically, that a visibility property
is to be changed to indicate that the text template is to
be displayed.
[0079] After the input to question node Q1 is received,
two actions preferably occur. Firstly, the report node tree
RN is updated by the engine 50 to display the text tem-
plate and, secondly, question node Q11 is displayed. The
input, i.e., the YES answer, may be stored either in a
memory 52, for example, integrally provided with the en-
gine 50, or preferably in the question nodes themselves.
That is, the engine 50 may be adapted to update a prop-
erty, namely an answer property, of the question node.
[0080] From Fig. 2b, one can identify that question
node Q11 is related to question node Q1 and, moreover,
that this relationship is true or realised only when the
input (or answer) to question node Q1 is YES, as indi-
cated by the condition. That is, question node Q11 is only
relevant to question node Q1 if the input to question node
Q1 is YES.
[0081] Question node Q11 includes an input type iden-
tifier indicating a list of three elements; in other words,
one of three options can be specified as an input to the
question node Q11. As described above, the question
relating to question node Q11 could be, "What type of
scan was performed?" This could be answered in one of
three ways, either by "CT", "MRI", or "Different", for ex-
ample. These three options may be provided as three
selectable elements, in a similar manner to that as de-
scribed above. Specifically, each selectable element
may correspond to a report node; R11a, R11b, or R11c,
as indicated in Fig. 3b.
[0082] In the above example, the text template of report
node R1 includes several placeholders indicated by #1
and #2. These placeholders may indicate the presence
of a function. In this case, a function may take one or
more inputs from one or more different question nodes
or text templates from report nodes and operate on the
input to create an output. In the example, #1 is related
to Q11, meaning that the input to question node Q11 is
inserted into a function corresponding to #1 and operated
thereon. Specifically, one of the text templates of the re-
port nodes R11a, R11b, or R11c may be inserted into
the function. Preferably, any operation is performed by
the engine 50 - the relationship table may also include
an indication of various functions to aid with this. Alter-
natively, a separate calculation unit may be provided spe-
cifically to calculate functions.
[0083] The simplest of functions is essentially that the
input equals the output, that is, no operation is performed.
When CT or MRI is selected from the list, the engine 50
may read the function associated with report node Q1
and insert CT or MRI. In this case, the output of the func-
tion corresponding to #1 is the input, so the input or report
node is subsequently displayed at the location marked
by #1 in the text template associated with report node
R1. Alternatively, when the "Different" option is selected,
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the sentence does not make sense with a capital "D".
The function corresponding to #1 may be adapted to re-
place "Different" with "different". In this case, the engine
50 changes the visibility property of the text template of
report node R11 and inserts this into the text template.
[0084] It should also be appreciated that any combi-
nation of the list elements of question node Q11 could
also be provided; for instance, suppose both a CT and
MRI scan were performed. In this case, a first input to
question node Q11 might indicate CT, and the process
above is carried out. When entering the second input of
MRI, the engine 50 inserts this into the function corre-
sponding to #1. As a result, the function may cause the
input to go from "CT" to "CT and MRI".
[0085] Equally, in one configuration, the function cor-
responding to #1 may be a function of a function. Sup-
pose, for example, that a first function alters the text of
the selected element, i.e., "Different" to "different". A sec-
ond function may take the output of the first function and
operate on this output. This may be useful for example
when the sentence requires adaption for a plurality of
objects. Suppose, as a different example, the text tem-
plate reads "#1 performed on #2". When the input is only
one of the elements from the list, the first function outputs
"different" for example, and the second function realises
that only one output is present and sets #1 to read as "A
different scan was". Alternatively, suppose also that a
second input is selected, i.e., MRI. The first function may
cause the output to read as "An MRI and a different" and
the output of the second function may set #1 to read as
"An MRI and a different scan were" in this case. In this
way, the sentences of a text template can be readily
adapted to account for changes in grammar or sentence
structure.
[0086] In an alternative embodiment, the text template
of report nodes R11a, R11b, and R11c may all be iden-
tical, but differ only at the position #1. For instance, R11a
could read as "A CT scan was performed on #2", while
R11b could read as "An MRI scan was performed on #2".
In this case, selecting both selectable elements leads to
both of the above text templates being displayed. In this
case, report node R1 may not have any text template
associated with it.
[0087] In yet another alternative embodiment, the re-
port nodes R11a, R11b, R11c may be logical report
nodes and not be provided with a text template. Instead,
the logical report nodes may be provided with an active
property controllable by the engine 50 to indicate whether
or not the logical report node is active or not. In this case,
the selectable input provided as one of the selectable
answers relating to question node Q11 may implicitly
contain a text template, which in this case would be equiv-
alent to the actual text displayed to the user. Therefore,
when selected, the engine 50 may simply update the re-
port node tree RN by consulting the logical nodes R11a,
R11b, R11c and inserting the text template correspond-
ing to the selected element. The logical report nodes may
contain the function and process the selected input ac-

cordingly. Alternatively, the logical report nodes may sim-
ply indicate the position in the previous text template, i.e.,
related to Q1, or confirm that the input is appropriate; in
this case, any functions may be contained within the text
template of the previous question node, i.e., question
node Q1.
[0088] It should be appreciated that any implementa-
tion could be used in order to amend or provide the correct
sentence for selectable answers.
[0089] Once the input(s) to question node Q11 have
been received, question node Q111 may be displayed,
as seen in accordance with the example of Fig. 2a and
2b. As noted in Fig. 2b, any condition of question node
Q11 relates the question node Q111 to Q11. In other
words, the question node Q111 is always present once
any input is provided relating to question node Q11.
[0090] The input identifier of question node Q111 indi-
cates free text entry. In this regard, question node Q111
may be provided with a character entry element in order
for a user to manually input text or use speech recogni-
tion. This free text may be treated as an input. As seen
in Fig. 3b, question node Q111 is related to report node
R111. For example, question node Q111 may represent
the question "On which date?" In the example described,
the input to the question node Q111 may relate to #2 of
the text template of report node R1.
[0091] In this regard, free text can be treated in a
number of ways. The report node R111 could be provided
as an "empty" report node. When free text is provided by
the user and sent to the engine 50, the engine 50 may
update and "fill in" the empty report node with the free
text. At the same time, the engine 50 may change the
visibility property accordingly. Alternatively, the filled-in
report node may simply be inserted into the appropriate
location (or function) corresponding to #2. In a different
configuration, the free text may be associated with a log-
ical report node at R111. This may be implemented in
accordance with the techniques relating to logical report
nodes described above.
[0092] In the above example, #2 may correspond to a
date to be inserted by the user. The function may be
adapted to receive the input in any form and provide the
desired output. For instance, the date could be input in
the form "25.11.14" to which "25.11.14" can be output.
Alternatively, the date input could be "November 25,
2014" with the output reading as "25.11.14". The function
may also be able to identify the closest possible previous
date, for instance if the user inputs "Wednesday", the
function determines that the closest previous Wednes-
day may be "19.11.14" and outputs the same. Preferably,
however, the input is subsequently stored as discussed
above.
[0093] As seen in Fig. 2a, question nodes Q1, Q11,
and Q111 form a branch of the question tree Q. Question
node Q1 may be considered as a root question node
meaning that the question Q1 is provided and shown
initially to the user. Other question nodes, Q2 and Q3,
may be provided in a similar manner to Q1. Generally
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speaking, the branches stemming from Q1 are independ-
ent of the branches associated with Q2 and Q3, although
this may not always be the case.
[0094] Turning to question node Q2, in the example
given above, this question node requires a number to be
inserted as an input or answer to the question. For in-
stance, the question could be; "How many lymph nodes
(or sites) are affected?" In this case, suppose the answer
to the question is two. Report node R2, which corre-
sponds to question node Q2, may be a logical report
node. In this case, the report node R2 may contain no
text template at all, but instead a set of instructions to be
read by the engine 50. In this case, as seen in Fig. 3b,
the instructions may cause the logical node to duplicate,
meaning that the input related to question node Q2 caus-
es the duplication of identical question branches of the
question tree Q, and subsequently, identical report nodes
of the report node tree RN. Again, the engine 50 may
change an active property of the logical report node to
signify that the logical report node is active.
[0095] As mentioned briefly, a template branch of
question nodes may optionally be provided, as seen in
Fig. 2a. This template branch may be used as a basis to
essentially copy and replicate the required number of
question branches. When the answer to question node
Q2 is "two", the branches are replicated or duplicated
twice. The template branches are not used or displayed
to the user. Therefore, these branches are not actually
"connected" to the previous question node. In this way,
when the answer to question node Q2 is zero, for exam-
ple, no branches are replicated and so no branch is dis-
played - however, the template branch remains present
but hidden from view.
[0096] A similar scenario may be provided with regards
to the report node tree RN. However, it is not necessary
to have a "blank" template branch in this case as, prima-
rily, the report nodes are configured as templates initially.
In other words, report node R21 is identical to report node
R21’ - these report nodes may only be changed or altered
on the basis of additional inputs from questions depend-
ing thereon. In a preferred case, report node R2 may be
associated with a function whose result depends upon
the answer to question Q2. For example, the answer may
be "two", as stated above, and so the output of the func-
tion causes two branches to be duplicated. This may also
be relevant when the number of lymph nodes is infinite,
i.e., there is a disseminate infection. In this case, only
one branch may be required, although there are multiple
sites of infection. Therefore, the function can be set to
output the correct number of branches required.
[0097] In some cases, a text template may also be pro-
vided with report node R2. For example, the text template
may be "There are #1 suspected lymph nodes (or sites),"
wherein, #1 may correspond to a function that inserts the
number of lymph nodes in accordance with the input re-
ceived.
[0098] Once the question branches have been dupli-
cated, the user then proceeds to answer the questions

of the question nodes accordingly. Fig. 2a shows that the
input to question node Q21 is a list of five selectable
elements. An example question associated with question
node Q21 (or Q21’) might be "Where is the #1 suspect
lymph node?" In this case, the function corresponding to
#1 may output the characterising name of the lymph
node, i.e., first, second, etc. This function is thus depend-
ent upon the previous question, and it may be that the
engine 50 is able to update the question node using the
input accordingly. In other cases, the question may be a
generic question for each duplicated branch, i.e., "Where
is the suspect lymph node?"
[0099] The text template of report node R21 may be
input with a selected input from question node Q21. For
example, the inputs could be "left leg", "right leg", "left
arm", "right arm", "torso or head". In this case, unlike with
question node Q11, only one input should be selected.
In Fig. 3b, it can be seen that the condition is "ListFree"
meaning that any of the selections from the list cause the
text template of report node R21 to be displayed. This
may also be provided with a function whereby the location
inserted into the text template associated with report
node R21.
[0100] Question node Q211 is related to question node
Q21 when any input is received in relation to Q21, as
indicated in Fig. 2b. Question node Q211 is provided with
an input type of "+1, 0, -1". This input type essentially
provides a positive response (+1), a negative response
(-1), or an optional response (0). Typically, the optional
response will simply mean that the question is ignored
and no text template is displayed, although this may not
necessarily be the case. In this case, the +1 response
may cause the text template of report node R211a to be
displayed, while the -1 response may cause the text tem-
plate of report node R211b to be displayed. In some cas-
es, other input types may also result in no text being
displayed. For example, a question node may state,
"Pleural effusion", with the answers given in a list as fol-
low: (A) "Do not report"; (B) "No pleural effusion"; (C)
"Low-grade"; (D) "Intermediate grade"; (E) "High grade".
In this case, selecting option (A) will not display any text
at all, while option (B) will generate text saying, "There
is no pleural effusion", for example. In this case, option
(A) may either be not displayed (that is, the text template
visibility property is set to hide even though an answer
is provided), or the text template is displayed but is dis-
played as a blank character.
[0101] Regarding numerical answers, the input may
either be selected from an infinite list or simply provided
as free text. Alternatively, upper and lower limits may be
provided to restrict the user from entering an inappropri-
ate number.
[0102] In a preferred embodiment, the duplicated
branches may subsequently be reordered depending up-
on the answer given, in this case, to question Q21 or
Q21’. As a different example, suppose question Q21 and
Q21’ now state, "How big is the infected site?", for ex-
ample. Assume that the answer is in the form of, a list of
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"Very large, Large, Medium, Small, Very small". In an-
swer to Q21, the user may select "Small". In answer to
Q21’, the user may select "Large". In the overall medical
report, it may be preferable to arrange the corresponding
text templates according to the largest to smallest size -
that is, the text templates associated with Q21’ should
be arranged before the text templates associated with
Q21. In one arrangement, the report node tree RN may
include a logic report node adapted to organise branches.
In other words, this logic report node may compare the
answers to Q21 and Q21’ and, if appropriate, organise
the branches. This may involve renaming or transferring
the inputs of the branches, i.e., Q21 goes to Q21’ while
Q21’ goes to Q21, although the method of organisation
is not limited to this.
[0103] Of course, it should be appreciated that any
structure and any questions may be asked depending
upon the logical structure to which the questions would
normally be asked during preparation of a medical report.
[0104] In a preferred implementation, sections of the
report may be changed from displayed to hidden on the
basis of a different input. That is, text templates of the
report may be hidden if already displayed on the basis
of an alternative input. Suppose, for example, that Q2 is
answered as "TWO", which produces two branches in-
volving Q21 and Q21’. Assume Q21’ is answered as "left
leg". Now suppose that the user made a mistake and,
actually, the answer to question Q2 should have been
"ONE". The text template relating to Q21’ is changed to
be hidden by the engine 50 upon receipt of the new input
relating to Q2, i.e., an input of ONE. That is, the engine
50 changes the visibility property of Q21’ and any report
nodes depending upon this node, i.e., Q211’. In this case,
any text templates that are displayed to the user at the
interface 60 corresponding to these question nodes are
removed from view.
[0105] Preferably, however, the inputs to question
nodes are stored, as discussed above. This means that,
should the user realise that actually they were initially
correct in that the answer to Q2 is actually "TWO" rather
than the changed answer of "ONE", the inputs to Q21’
and Q211’ have already been stored when initially an-
swered. Therefore, when the user inputs "TWO", the en-
gine 50 is preferably adapted to display the text template
associated with report node Q21’, including the answer
given to Q21’ previously, i.e., "left leg", and any text tem-
plates and answers relating to Q211’. In this way, a user
can quickly and efficiently edit the medical report without
losing or having to re-enter inputs into the interface 60.
[0106] The root question nodes may be associated
with a template identifier, seen in Fig. 2a as QS. This is
not necessarily a question node per se, but indicates a
general framework for the question tree Q. In this regard,
a user may select one or more of a number of different
template identifiers. For instance, one template identifier
may relate to a medical report for breakages of bones,
while another may relate to a medical report for cancer.
In this regard, the first database 10 may be provided for

storing a plurality of questions, wherein the questions
may be related to one or more of the template identifiers.
Answers may also be stored with the questions such that
each question is associated with one or more possible
answers. Upon selecting a template identifier, the rele-
vant questions from the database 10 may be extracted
and used to form the question tree Q. Similarly, text tem-
plates or instructions for report nodes may be stored in
a second database 20 and may also be linked to the
template identifier. These text templates and instructions
may be extracted in the same way as the questions and
used to form the report node tree RN.
[0107] It should also be appreciated that more than
one template identifier may be selected for each medical
report. In this case, a question tree Q and a report node
tree RN may be generated for each of the template iden-
tifiers. That is, a first question tree Q may relate to broken
bones, while a second question tree Q, independent of
the first, may relate to head injuries. These question trees
Q can be answered independently of one another. Cor-
responding report node trees RN may also be provided.
[0108] It should also be appreciated that, in some cas-
es, questions may relate to more than one template iden-
tifier, in addition to the text templates or instructions for
the report nodes. Preferably, the questions are duplicat-
ed for each question tree Q and report node tree RN. In
some cases, it may be that the same question appears
on two different question trees Q of the same report. In
this case, it may be that answering one question causes
the second instance of the question to be answered in
the same way. However, it may be advantageous in such
a situation to leave the report node corresponding to the
second instance of the question hidden from view until
such a time as a question from which it depends is an-
swered.
[0109] In order to generate the question and report
node trees Q, RN, the apparatus may optionally also in-
clude question tree generation means 30 for generating
the question tree Q, and report node tree generation
means 40 for generating the report node tree RN.
[0110] As seen in Fig. 4, the question tree generation
means 30 preferably includes node generating means
32, a question assigning means 34, and output means
36. The node generating means 32 receives question
text or images, preferably from the first database 10. In
addition, an indication of the input, i.e., the input type
identifier InID, may also be provided. Using this informa-
tion, the node generating means 32 generates a number
of question nodes to be used in the question tree Q and
may also assign each question node a question node
identifier QuID. As a result, each question is provided
with a question node and a corresponding answer to be
selected in an appropriate format. In some cases, not all
question nodes relate to questions. However, text of
these question nodes may be treated in the same manner
as the question text or images above, and may be stored
with the questions in the first database 10. In other words,
even if there is no question, a question node may still be
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created.
[0111] The question assigning means 34 preferably
obtains the question nodes generated by the node gen-
erating means 32 and assigns relationships between the
question nodes. This may be based upon question rela-
tion identifiers QrelID, which can be provided from the
first or second databases 10, 20. Preferably, the question
relation identifiers QrelID relate the questions (not ques-
tion nodes) to each other and indicate the parent ques-
tion. For example, the question relating to question node
Q11 is the child of question node Q1. Thus the question
relation identifier QrelID for question node Q11 may be
the question corresponding to question node Q1. Option-
ally, it may be that the question relation identifiers QrelID
also include a condition, i.e., upon which answers they
are related. The question assigning means 34 therefore
outputs a number of question node relation identifiers
QNrelID indicating the relationships between the gener-
ated question nodes, optionally in combination with a
condition relationship. In this regard, question node re-
lation identifiers QNrelID may be equivalent to question
relation identifiers QrelID, particularly in a simple ar-
rangement, or they may be different. The question node
relation identifiers QNrelID are used by the engine 50
once the question tree QN is established. Question re-
lation identifiers QrelID are used to identify questions for
generating the question tree QN. For example, using
Q211 and Q211’ as discussed above, the question rela-
tion identifier QrelID is equal in both cases as both ask
the same question - i.e., the question corresponding to
Q21 and Q21’ is the same. For example, the question of
question nodes Q21 and Q21’ may be given the global
assignment of #01243 in a database containing a plurality
of questions. However, Q211 is only related to Q21, not
to Q21’. Therefore, the question relation identifier QrelID
of Q211 is #01243, but the question node relation iden-
tifier QNrelID is Q21.
[0112] The output from the output 36 is essentially the
question tree Q in a complete form, aside from any du-
plication procedures that may take place when answering
the questions. The output means 36 may receive the
question nodes from the node generating means 32 in
addition the question node relation identifiers QNrelID
and generate the complete question tree Q.
[0113] The report node tree generation means 40 may
receive the text templates and instructions from the sec-
ond database 20. The report node tree generation means
40 preferably creates a number of report nodes incorpo-
rating the text templates, as well as optionally providing
logical report nodes. This can be performed by node gen-
erating means 42 which may use a text template relation
identifier TxrelID that relates various text templates in a
similar way to the question relation identifiers QrelID,
and/or text template logic node relation identifiers TxLN-
relID that relates logic report nodes to the text templates.
Alternatively, and preferably, this is performed using
identifiers relating text templates and/or logic to ques-
tions of the question tree Q. In this way, the report node

tree RN can be created depending upon relationships
between the text templates. Additionally, node updating
means 44 for report nodes containing a text template
may also be provided. On the basis of a corresponding
received input, the node updating means 44 may alter
the text template and/or logic of a corresponding report
node. For example, this may include inserting the input
into a text string, inserting the output of a function into a
text string, or altering an image. Other updating opera-
tions are also possible. In this case, the input is stored
either directly or indirectly (i.e., as an output of a function)
in the report node.
[0114] The report node tree RN may be output by out-
put means 46. Additionally, the report node tree gener-
ation means 40 may assign report nodes to question
nodes on the basis of question-report node relation iden-
tifiers Q-RNrelID, whereby each question of the question
tree Q may be related to one or more report nodes (in-
cluding logic report nodes) of the report node tree RN.
[0115] In some embodiments, the question tree gen-
eration means 30 may also be provided with a question
tree appearance means 38 which is adapted to display
and/or hide various parts of the question tree Q at the
interface 60. For example, some of the questions of the
question tree Q are concatenated and, initially, only the
first of these questions may be displayed. Either by pro-
viding an input, or by selecting a visible option, the hidden
questions can be subsequently displayed. The question
tree appearance means 38 may take such an input and
cause the display of the interface 60 to be updated. Al-
ternatively, this function may be performed by the engine
50.
[0116] The engine 50 may use the relationship table,
an example of which is seen in Fig. 3b, to perform the
necessary actions. This relationship table can be popu-
lated by the outputs of the question tree generation
means 30 and report node tree generation means 40.
[0117] As described above, in some cases the report
node tree RN may include logical report nodes. An ex-
ample of this is seen in Fig. 5. The node LR1 is a logical
report node and corresponds to question node Q1 of Fig.
2a. When an input is received from Q1, the logical report
node may be read by the engine 50 to obtain instructions
contained in the logical report node LR1. In this case, the
instructions may be "Input = Y; Action = Display TR1",
wherein TR1 is a text report node that essentially contains
the text template of R1 mentioned previously. The engine
50 may then read the instructions and perform the nec-
essary action, in this case by changing the visibility prop-
erty of the text report node TR1 when the input equals
Y. At the same time, the engine 50 may change an active
property of the logical report node to indicate that the
logical report node is active. Subsequently, when an input
is received in relation to Q11, the engine 50 reads the
logical report node LR11. As discussed above, three text
report nodes TR11a, TR11b, TR11c may be provided.
These can either be inserted into the text template TR1,
via functions, as report nodes or simply as text entries.
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As report nodes, the logical report node LR11 determines
which report node is displayed depending upon the an-
swer. As text entries, the logical report node LR11 takes
the received answer and applies it as the input to the
function of TR1 - that is, TR11a, TR11b, and TR11c are
not provided in this case. Similar arrangements may be
provided for other report nodes and these will not be ex-
plained in detail herein.
[0118] In this report node tree RN, one can see that
the logical report nodes are connected, not the text tem-
plate report nodes. Such an arrangement makes it easier
to subsequently hide or display certain branches of the
report node tree RN. For example, if the input to question
Q2 is different as described above, i.e., from TWO to
ONE, the engine 50 may change the property of one of
the text report nodes, i.e. TR21’, in this case to hidden.
Any changes in the visibility property may propagate
down the logical node connections, i.e., logical node
LR211’ may also be adapted to set the visibility property
of TR211’ to hidden in response to the change in visibility
property of TR21’. This may also be possible using the
active property of the logical report nodes, is that only if
the logical report node is active can the text report node
be displayed.
[0119] In some cases, the interface 60 may be provid-
ed with a reset button. As stated above, the inputs may
be stored such that they can be recovered later. However,
each question node may be individually reset, thus eras-
ing the input stored within or in association with that ques-
tion node. Equally, this may also erase the inputs re-
ceived with nodes that dependent from that node. For
example, the input of question node Q11 could be reset
which in turn resets the input associated with Q111.
[0120] In another embodiment, the apparatus may be
provided with report generation means 70. The report
generation means 70 is preferably adapted to generate
a final medical report on the basis of the currently dis-
played text templates. In other words, the report gener-
ation means 70 takes the text templates currently dis-
played and, upon receipt of a signal from the interface
60, may reformat the text templates to form the report.
This could be useful if, for example, a specific hospital
uses certain letter heads and formats and the like. The
report generation means 70 may be programmed to for-
mat the text templates in accordance with specific re-
quirements. Alternatively, the report generation means
70 may simply output a non-editable version of the report
as currently seen on the interface 60.
[0121] In some cases, functions of text templates may
require inputs from various different questions. These
could be displayed initially as text and # identifiers, or
these could remain hidden until such a time that all the
variables required for the function are present. For ex-
ample, suppose the report node R21 is also provided
with a text template that includes a function for calculating
the volume of a tumour. This function may require inputs
of width (from Q3), length (from Q4), and depth (from
Q5), for example. When Q21 is provided with an answer,

various text templates may be displayed; however, the
text template including the function may remain hidden.
Once all the parameters are provided, the function, which
multiples width, length, and depth can be performed. The
engine 50 may be adapted to calculate this function using
the parameters specified. This could be in real-time, i.e.,
when the final parameter is input in answer to the ques-
tion, or upon generating the final medical report. In this
sense, rather than display an incomplete text template,
the text template can be only displayed once it is com-
pleted. This may be particularly useful if, for example, Q5
is never answered or is optional.
[0122] The apparatus may be implemented in any
fashion. That is, the components may be stored locally
on a personal computer or they may be provided hosted
by one or more servers. The apparatus may also be
adapted to link to other systems, e.g., to a hospital infor-
mation system (HIS).
[0123] The present invention therefore provides an ap-
paratus and method for dynamically producing a medical
report, in a user friendly and manageable way. It also
provides a user with an indication of what will form the
basis of the medical report in real-time, such that the user
can adapt and change the form of the report as desired.
It also prevents erroneously entering or omitting data as
the user must follow a predefined arrangement of ques-
tions, as provided by the question tree Q.

Reference numeral list

[0124]

10 First database
20 Second database
30 Question tree generation means
32 Node generating means
34 Question assigning means
36 Output means
38 Question tree appearance means
40 Report node tree generation means
42 Node generating means
44 Text template assigning means
46 Output means
50 Engine
52 Memory
60 Interface
70 Report generation means
Q Question tree
RN Report node tree
QuID Question identifier
RnID Report node identifier
InID Input type identifier
QrelID Question relation identifier
QNrelID Question node relation identifier
Q-RNrelID Question-report node relation identifier
TxrelID Text template relation identifier
TxLNrelID Text template logic node relation identifier
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Claims

1. An apparatus configured to electronically produce at
least a part of a medical report, the apparatus and/or
a component of the apparatus implementing:

a question tree (Q), the question tree (Q) com-
prising a plurality of question nodes, at least
some of the question nodes representing a
question, wherein at least one of the questions
is related to and depends upon the answer of
another of the questions;
a report node tree (RN) comprising a plurality of
report nodes, wherein at least one of the report
nodes comprises and/or represents a text tem-
plate; and
an engine (50) adapted to

- receive inputs, at least one of the inputs
relating to the question of a selected ques-
tion node of the plurality of question nodes,
- store the input in the selected question
node and/or associated therewith,
- identify at least one affected report node
associated with the selected question node,

wherein, once the at least one affected report
node has been identified, the engine changes a
property of at least one of the at least one af-
fected report nodes;
wherein the engine (50) is adapted to receive a
first set of inputs related to question nodes of a
branch of the question tree (Q), a branch of the
question tree (Q) comprising a plurality of ques-
tion nodes that may be concatenated each re-
lated to at least one question node of the branch,
and
wherein the engine (50) is further adapted to
change a visibility property of affected report
nodes associated with the question nodes of the
branch based on the first set of inputs and,
in response to a change of one of the inputs of
the first set of inputs, the engine (50) is adapted
to change the visibility property of at least one
report node corresponding directly to the
changed input, in addition to any report nodes
depending from the at least one report node cor-
responding directly to the changed input and
wherein the apparatus further comprises a
memory (52) adapted to store the received in-
puts, wherein,
when the changed input is changed back to that
given in the first set of inputs, the engine (50) is
adapted to change the visibility property of at
least one report node corresponding to the
changed input, in addition to report nodes de-
pending from the at least one report node and
which have a corresponding stored input.

2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the property is a
visibility property, and wherein the engine (50) is
adapted
to insert the received input in either the at least one
affected report node and/or the selected question
node; and
to display at least parts of the text template of at least
one report node based on the property of at least
one report node, the displayed text template forming
at least a part of the medical report.

3. The apparatus of claim 1 or 2, further comprising a
memory (52) for storing a plurality of relationships,
the relationships including:

- a relationship between at least one question
node and at least one report node; and/or
- relationships between report nodes; and/or
- relationships between question nodes.

4. The apparatus of any of the preceding claims, where-
in at least one report node, preferably at least one
text template of at least one report node, comprises
and/or is associated with at least one function, the
output of the function depending upon the input of
at least one question node,
wherein, upon receiving an input related to a ques-
tion of the question nodes, the engine (50) is prefer-
ably adapted to at least partially solve the at least
one function based on the input of the respective
question node, and
wherein at least one report node is adapted to re-
ceive free text, the engine (50) adapted to receive
the free text as an input and, on the basis of the input,
update the at least one report node, in particular the
text template of the at least one report node, and
wherein each report node tree (RN) comprises at
least one logic report node, the logic report node
comprising at least one child report node with an
associated text template.

5. The apparatus of any of the preceding claims, where-
in an input to at least one question node of the ques-
tion tree (Q) causes duplication of question nodes
depending on the at least one question node, where-
in preferably, the duplicated question nodes are fur-
ther sorted according to an input to the at least one
question node, or inputs according to the question
nodes depending on the at least one question node.

6. The apparatus according to any of the preceding
claims, further comprising:

question tree generation means (30) adapted to
generate the question tree (Q) including ques-
tion nodes on the basis of the plurality of ques-
tions, a plurality of answers related to the plu-
rality of questions, question relation identifiers
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(QrelID) relating some of the plurality of question
nodes to at least a second question node, and
input type identifiers (InID) indicating a possible
input type for each question node; and
report node tree generation means (40) adapted
to generate the report node tree (RN) including
the plurality of report nodes on the basis of ques-
tion-report node relation identifiers (Q-RNrelID),
which relate one or more of the plurality of report
nodes to one or more of the plurality of question
nodes.

7. The apparatus of any of the preceding claims, where-
in a/the question tree generation means (30) further
comprises:

question node generation means (32) for gen-
erating at least one question node by assigning
at least one selectable answer or character entry
element to each of the plurality of questions on
the basis of input type identifiers (InID) indicating
the possible input type for each question node;
question assigning means (34) for assigning at
least a second question node to the at least one
selectable answer or character entry element of
a selected question node on the basis of the
question relation identifiers (QrelID); and
output means (36) for outputting the question
tree (Q) on the basis of the output of the answer
generating means (32) and the output of the
question assigning means (34).

8. The apparatus of any of the preceding claims, where-
in a/the report node tree generation means (40) fur-
ther comprises:

report node generation means (42) for generat-
ing the plurality of report nodes, wherein at least
one report node is related to another report
node;
node updating means (44) for updating at least
one report node containing a text template on
the basis of a corresponding received input,
wherein the input is stored either directly or in-
directly in the report node; and
output means (46) for outputting the report node
tree (RN) on the basis of the output of the report
node generating means (42) and the output of
the node updating means (44).

9. The apparatus according to any of the preceding
claims, further comprising an interface (60) for dis-
playing the question tree (Q) and for receiving the
report node tree (RN), wherein a/the visibility prop-
erty of each report node of the report node tree (RN)
is initially set to hide the report nodes from view, and
adapted to receive the inputs from a user and forward
the inputs to the engine (50).

10. The apparatus according to any of the preceding
claims, further comprising a first database (10) for
storing a plurality of question nodes and a second
database (20) for storing a plurality of report nodes,
wherein the question tree (Q) and report node tree
(RN) are formed on the basis of a template identifier,
the template identifier indicating a first set of question
nodes and a corresponding first set of report nodes.

11. A method for electronically producing at least a part
of a medical report, the method comprising:

providing a report node tree (RN) comprising a
plurality of report nodes, wherein at least one of
the report nodes comprises and/or represents a
text template;
providing a question tree (Q), the question tree
(Q) comprising a plurality of question nodes, at
least some of the question nodes representing
a question, wherein at least one of the questions
is related to and depends upon the answer of
another of the questions;
an engine (50) receiving inputs, at least one of
the inputs relating to the question of a selected
question node of the plurality of question nodes,
the engine (50) storing the input in the selected
question node and/or associated therewith,
the engine (50) identifying at least one affected
report node associated with the selected ques-
tion node, and
once the at least one affected report node has
been identified, the engine (50) changing a prop-
erty of at least one of the at least one affected
report nodes;
wherein the engine (50) receives a first set of
inputs related to question nodes of a branch of
the question tree (Q), a branch of the question
tree (Q) comprising a plurality of question nodes
that may be concatenated each related to at
least one question node of the branch, and
wherein the engine (50) changes a visibility
property of affected report nodes associated
with the question nodes of the branch based on
the first set of inputs and,
in response to a change of one of the inputs of
the first set of inputs, the engine (50) changes
the visibility property of at least one report node
corresponding directly to the changed input, in
addition to any report nodes depending from the
at least one report node corresponding directly
to the changed input, and
storing the received inputs, wherein, when the
changed input is changed back to that given in
the first set of inputs, changing the visibility prop-
erty of at least one report node corresponding
to the changed input, in addition to report nodes
depending from the at least one report node and
which have a corresponding stored input.
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12. The method according to claim 11, wherein the prop-
erty is a visibility property and wherein the method
further comprises the engine (50) inserting the re-
ceived input in either the at least one affected report
node and/or the selected question node.

13. A computer readable device comprising instructions
that, when executed, perform the method of claims
11 or 12.

Patentansprüche

1. Vorrichtung, dazu ausgelegt zumindest einen Teil
eines medizinischen Berichts elektronisch zu erzeu-
gen, wobei die Vorrichtung und/oder eine Kompo-
nente der Vorrichtung das Folgende implementiert:

einen Fragenbaum (Q), wobei der Fragenbaum
(Q) eine Mehrzahl von Frageknoten umfasst,
wobei mindestens manche der Frageknoten ei-
ne Frage darstellen, wobei mindestens eine der
Fragen mit der Antwort einer anderen der Fra-
gen in Verbindung steht und von dieser Antwort
abhängt;
einen Berichtsknotenbaum (RN), der eine Mehr-
zahl von Berichtsknoten umfasst, wobei min-
destens einer der Berichtsknoten eine Textvor-
lage umfasst und/oder darstellt; und
eine Engine (50), geeignet zum

- Empfang von Eingaben, wobei sich min-
destens eine der Eingaben auf die Frage
eines ausgewählten Frageknotens aus der
Mehrzahl der Frageknoten bezieht,
- Speichern der Eingabe im ausgewählten
Frageknoten und/oder damit verbunden,
- Identifizieren von mindestens einem be-
troffenen Berichtsknoten, der mit dem aus-
gewählten Fragenknoten verknüpft ist,

wobei, sobald der mindestens eine betroffenen
Berichtsknoten identifiziert worden ist, die Engi-
ne eine Eigenschaft von mindestens einem des
mindestens einem betroffenen Berichtsknoten
ändert;
wobei die Engine (50) dazu geeignet ist, einen
ersten Satz von Eingaben zu empfangen, der
sich auf Frageknoten eines Zweiges des Fra-
genbaums (Q) bezieht, wobei ein Zweig des Fra-
genbaums (Q) eine Mehrzahl von Frageknoten
umfasst, die verbunden sein können, wobei je-
der mit mindestens einen Frageknoten des
Zweiges in Verbindung steht, und
wobei die Engine (50) ferner dazu geeignet ist,
eine Sichtbarkeitseigenschaft von betroffenen
Berichtsknoten, die mit den Frageknoten des
Zweiges verknüpft sind, auf der Grundlage des

ersten Satzes von Eingaben zu ändern und,
die Engine (50) dazu geeignet ist, als Reaktion
auf eine Änderung einer der Eingaben des ers-
ten Satzes von Eingaben, die Sichtbarkeitsei-
genschaft von mindestens einem Berichtskno-
ten zu ändern, der direkt der geänderten Einga-
be entspricht, zusätzlich zu allen Berichtskno-
ten, die von dem mindestens einen Berichtskno-
ten abhängen, der direkt der geänderten Einga-
be entspricht, und
wobei die Vorrichtung ferner einen Speicher
(52) aufweist, der dazu geeignet ist, die emp-
fangenen Eingaben zu speichern, wobei
die Maschine (50) geeignet ist, wenn die geän-
derte Eingabe auf die im ersten Satz von Ein-
gaben gegebene zurückgeändert wird, die
Sichtbarkeitseigenschaft von mindestens ei-
nem Berichtsknoten zu ändern, der der geän-
derten Eingabe entspricht, zusätzlich zu den Be-
richtsknoten, die von dem mindestens einen Be-
richtsknoten abhängen und die eine entspre-
chende gespeicherte Eingabe haben.

2. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Eigenschaft
eine Sichtbarkeitseigenschaft ist und wobei die En-
gine (50) geeignet ist
die empfangene Eingabe entweder in den mindes-
tens einen betroffenen Berichtsknoten und/oder den
ausgewählten Frageknoten einzufügen; und
zumindest Teile der Textvorlage mindestens eines
Berichtknotens basierend auf der Eigenschaft min-
destens eines Berichtknotens anzuzeigen, wobei die
angezeigte Textvorlage zumindest einen Teil des
medizinischen Berichts bildet.

3. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, der ferner einen
Speicher (52) zum Speichern einer Mehrzahl von
Beziehungen aufweist, wobei die Beziehungen ein-
schließen:

- eine Beziehung zwischen mindestens einem
Frageknoten und mindestens einem Berichts-
knoten; und/oder
- Beziehungen zwischen Berichtsknoten;
und/oder
- Beziehungen zwischen Frageknoten.

4. Vorrichtung eines der vorstehenden Ansprüche, wo-
bei mindestens ein Berichtsknoten, vorzugsweise
mindestens eine Textvorlage von mindestens einem
Berichtsknoten, mindestens eine Funktion aufweist
und/oder mit mindestens einer Funktion verknüpft
ist, wobei die Ausgabe der Funktion von der Eingabe
mindestens eines Frageknotens abhängt,
wobei die Engine (50) bei Empfang einer Eingabe,
die sich auf eine Frage der Frageknoten bezieht, vor-
zugsweise geeignet ist die mindestens eine Funktion
auf der Grundlage der Eingabe des jeweiligen Fra-
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geknotens zumindest teilweise zu lösen, und
wobei mindestens ein Berichtsknoten geeignet ist
freien Text zu empfangen, wobei die Engine (50) ge-
eignet ist den freien Text als eine Eingabe zu emp-
fangen und auf der Grundlage der Eingabe den min-
destens einen Berichtsknoten zu aktualisieren, ins-
besondere die Textvorlage des mindestens einen
Berichtsknotens, und
wobei jeder Berichtsknotenbaum (RN) mindestens
einen logischen Berichtsknoten umfasst, wobei der
logische Berichtsknoten mindestens einen unterge-
ordneten Berichtsknoten mit einer zugehörigen
Textvorlage umfasst.

5. Vorrichtung gemäß einem der vorstehenden An-
sprüche, wobei eine Eingabe in mindestens einen
Frageknoten des Fragebaums (Q) eine Duplizierung
von Frageknoten in Abhängigkeit von dem mindes-
tens einen Frageknoten bewirkt, wobei vorzugswei-
se die duplizierten Frageknoten weiter nach einer
Eingabe in den mindestens einen Frageknoten oder
Eingaben entsprechend den Frageknoten in Abhän-
gigkeit von dem mindestens einen Frageknoten sor-
tiert werden.

6. Vorrichtung gemäß einem der vorstehenden An-
sprüche, ferner umfassend
eine Fragebaum-Erzeugungseinrichtung (30), die
dazu geeignet ist, den Fragenbaum (Q) zu erzeugen,
der Frageknoten auf der Grundlage der Mehrzahl
von Fragen, einer Mehrzahl von Antworten, die sich
auf die Mehrzahl von Fragen beziehen, Fragebezie-
hungs-Kennungen (QrelID), die einige der Mehrzahl
von Frageknoten mit mindestens einem zweiten Fra-
geknoten in Beziehung setzen, und Eingabetyp-
Kennungen (InID), die einen möglichen Eingabetyp
für jeden Frageknoten anzeigen, enthält; und
Berichtsknotenbaum-Erzeugungseinrichtung (40),
die dazu geeignet ist, den Berichtsknotenbaum (RN)
einschließlich der Mehrzahl von Berichtsknoten auf
der Grundlage von Frage-Bericht-Knotenbezie-
hungskennzeichen (Q-RNrelID) zu erzeugen, die ei-
nen oder mehrere der Mehrzahl von Berichtsknoten
mit einem oder mehreren der Mehrzahl von Frage-
knoten in Beziehung setzen.

7. Vorrichtung eines der vorstehenden Ansprüche, wo-
bei eine/die Fragebaum-Erzeugungseinrichtung
(30) weiter umfasst:

Frageknoten-Erzeugungseinrichtung (32) zum
Erzeugen mindestens eines Frageknotens
durch Zuweisen mindestens eines auswählba-
ren Antwort- oder Zeicheneingabeelements zu
jeder der Mehrzahl von Fragen auf der Grund-
lage von Eingabetyp-Kennungen (InID), die den
möglichen Eingabetyp für jeden Frageknoten
angeben;

Fragezuweisungsmittel (34) zum Zuweisen
mindestens eines zweiten Frageknotens zu
dem mindestens einen auswählbaren Antwort-
oder Zeicheneingabeelement eines ausgewähl-
ten Frageknotens auf der Grundlage der Frage-
beziehungs-Kennungen (QrelID); und
Ausgabemittel (36) zum Ausgeben des Fragen-
baums (Q) auf der Grundlage der Ausgabe des
Antworterzeugungsmittels (32) und der Ausga-
be des Fragenzuweisungsmittels (34).

8. Vorrichtung eines der vorstehenden Ansprüche, wo-
bei eine/die Berichtsknotenbaum-Erzeugungsein-
richtung (40) ferner umfasst:

Berichtsknoten-Erzeugungsmittel (42) zum Er-
zeugen der Mehrzahl von Berichtsknoten, wobei
mindestens ein Berichtsknoten mit einem ande-
ren Berichtsknoten in Beziehung steht;
Knotenaktualisierungsmittel (44) zum Aktuali-
sieren mindestens eines Berichtsknotens, der
eine Textvorlage enthält, auf der Grundlage ei-
ner entsprechenden empfangenen Eingabe,
wobei die Eingabe entweder direkt oder indirekt
in dem Berichtsknoten gespeichert wird; und
Ausgabemittel (46) zum Ausgeben des Be-
richtsknotenbaums (RN) auf der Grundlage der
Ausgabe des Berichtsknoten-Erzeugungsmit-
tels (42) und der Ausgabe des Knotenaktuali-
sierungsmittels (44).

9. Vorrichtung gemäß einem der vorstehenden An-
sprüche, ferner umfassend eine Schnittstelle (60)
zum Anzeigen des Fragenbaums (Q) und zum Emp-
fangen des Berichtsknotenbaums (RN), wobei ei-
ne/die Sichtbarkeitseigenschaft jedes Berichtskno-
tens des Berichtsknotenbaums (RN) anfänglich so
eingestellt ist, dass die Berichtsknoten vor der An-
sicht verborgen sind, und dazu geeignet, dass sie
die Eingaben von einem Benutzer empfängt und die
Eingaben an die Engine (50) weiterleitet.

10. Vorrichtung gemäß einem der vorstehenden An-
sprüche, die ferner eine erste Datenbank (10) zum
Speichern einer Mehrzahl von Frageknoten und eine
zweite Datenbank (20) zum Speichern einer Mehr-
zahl von Berichtsknoten umfasst,
wobei der Fragenbaum (Q) und der Berichtsknoten-
baum (RN) auf der Grundlage eines Vorlageneni-
dentifizierers gebildet werden, wobei der Vorlagene-
nidentifizierer einen ersten Satz von Fragenknoten
und einen entsprechenden ersten Satz von Berichts-
knoten anzeigt.

11. Verfahren zum elektronischen Erstellen mindestens
eines Teils eines medizinischen Berichts, wobei das
Verfahren umfasst:
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Bereitstellen eines Berichtsknotenbaums (RN),
der eine Mehrzahl von Berichtsknoten umfasst,
wobei mindestens einer der Berichtsknoten eine
Textvorlage umfasst und/oder darstellt;
Bereitstellen eines Fragenbaums (Q), wobei der
Fragenbaum (Q) eine Mehrzahl von Fragekno-
ten umfasst, wobei mindestens manche der Fra-
geknoten eine Frage darstellen, wobei mindes-
tens eine der Fragen mit der Antwort einer an-
deren der Fragen in Verbindung steht und von
dieser Antwort abhängt;
eine Engine (50) empfängt Eingaben, wobei
sich mindestens eine der Eingaben auf die Fra-
ge eines ausgewählten Frageknotens aus der
Mehrzahl von Frageknoten bezieht,
die Engine (50) speichert die Eingabe in dem
ausgewählten Frageknoten und/oder damit ver-
bunden,
die Engine (50) identifiziert mindestens einen
betroffenen Berichtsknoten, der mit dem ausge-
wählten Frageknoten verknüpft ist, und
die Engine (50) ändert eine Eigenschaft von
mindestens einem der mindestens einen betrof-
fenen Berichtsknoten, sobald der mindestens
eine betroffene Berichtsknoten identifiziert wur-
de;
wobei die Engine (50) einen ersten Satz von Ein-
gaben empfängt, der sich auf Frageknoten ei-
nes Zweiges des Fragebaums (Q) bezieht, wo-
bei ein Zweig des Fragebaums (Q) eine Mehr-
zahl von Frageknoten umfasst, die verbunden
sein können, wobei jeder mit mindestens einem
Frageknoten des Zweiges in Verbindung steht,
und
wobei die Engine (50) eine Sichtbarkeitseigen-
schaft von betroffenen Berichtsknoten, die mit
den Frageknoten des Zweiges verknüpft sind,
auf der Grundlage des ersten Satzes von Ein-
gaben ändert und
die Engine (50) ändert als Reaktion auf eine Än-
derung einer der Eingaben des ersten Satzes
von Eingaben die Sichtbarkeitseigenschaft von
mindestens einem Berichtsknoten, der direkt
der geänderten Eingabe entspricht, zusätzlich
zu allen Berichtsknoten, die von dem mindes-
tens einen Berichtsknoten abhängen, der direkt
der geänderten Eingabe entspricht, und
Speichern der empfangenen Eingaben, wobei,
wenn die geänderte Eingabe auf die im ersten
Satz von Eingaben gegebene zurückgeändert
wird, die Sichtbarkeitseigenschaft von mindes-
tens einem Berichtsknoten, der der geänderten
Eingabe entspricht, geändert wird, zusätzlich zu
den Berichtsknoten, die von dem mindestens ei-
nen Berichtsknoten abhängen und die eine ent-
sprechende gespeicherte Eingabe haben.

12. Verfahren nach Anspruch 11, wobei die Eigenschaft

eine Sichtbarkeitseigenschaft ist und wobei das Ver-
fahren ferner Einfügen der empfangenen Eingabe
entweder in den mindestens einen betroffenen Be-
richtsknoten und/oder den ausgewählten Fragekno-
ten durch die Engine (50) umfasst.

13. Computerlesbare Vorrichtung aufweisend Befehle,
die, wenn sie ausgeführt werden, das Verfahren
nach Anspruch 11 oder 12 ausführen.

Revendications

1. Un appareil configuré pour produire électronique-
ment au moins une partie d’un rapport médical, l’ap-
pareil et / ou un composant de l’appareil mettant en
œuvre :

une arborescence de questions (Q), l’arbores-
cence de questions (Q) comprenant une plura-
lité de nœuds de questions, au moins certains
des nœuds de questions représentant une
question, au moins une des questions étant liée
à la réponse à une autre des questions et dé-
pendant de celle-ci ;
une arborescence de nœuds de rapport (RN)
comprenant une pluralité de nœuds de rapport,
au moins l’un des nœuds de rapport comprenant
et / ou représentant un modèle de texte ; et
un moteur (50) adapté pour

- recevoir des entrées, au moins une des
entrées étant en relation avec la question
d’un nœud de question sélectionné faisant
partie de la pluralité de nœuds de question,
- stocker l’entrée dans le nœud de question
sélectionné et / ou qui lui est associé,
- identifier au moins un nœud de rapport
affecté associé au nœud de question
sélectionné ;

une fois que ledit au moins un nœud de rapport
affecté a été identifié, le moteur modifie une pro-
priété d’au moins un desdits au moins un nœud
de rapport affecté ;
le moteur (50) est adapté pour recevoir un pre-
mier ensemble d’entrées liées aux nœuds de
questions d’une branche de l’arborescence de
questions (Q), une branche de l’arborescence
de questions (Q) comprenant une pluralité de
nœuds de questions qui peuvent être concaté-
nés, dont chacun est lié à au moins un nœud de
question de la branche, et
le moteur (50) est en outre adapté pour modifier
une propriété de visibilité des nœuds de rapport
affectés associés aux nœuds de question de la
branche en fonction du premier ensemble d’en-
trées, et,
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en réponse à une modification de l’une des en-
trées du premier ensemble d’entrées, le moteur
(50) est adapté pour modifier la propriété de vi-
sibilité d’au moins un nœud de rapport corres-
pondant directement à l’entrée modifiée, en plus
de tout nœud de rapport dépendant dudit au
moins un nœud de rapport correspondant direc-
tement à l’entrée modifiée, et
l’appareil comprenant en outre une mémoire
(52) adaptée pour stocker les entrées reçues ;
lorsque l’entrée modifiée est ramenée à celle
donnée dans le premier ensemble d’entrées, le
moteur (50) est adapté pour modifier la propriété
de visibilité d’au moins un nœud de rapport cor-
respondant à l’entrée modifiée, en plus de
nœuds de rapport dépendant dudit au moins un
nœud de rapport et qui ont une entrée stockée
correspondante.

2. L’appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la
propriété est une propriété de visibilité, et dans le-
quel le moteur (50) est adapté
pour insérer l’entrée reçue dans ledit au moins un
nœud de rapport affecté et / ou le nœud de question
sélectionné ; et
pour afficher au moins des parties du modèle de tex-
te d’au moins un nœud de rapport en fonction de la
propriété d’au moins un nœud de rapport, le modèle
de texte affiché formant au moins une partie du rap-
port médical.

3. L’appareil selon la revendication 1 ou la revendica-
tion 2, comprenant en outre une mémoire (52) pour
stocker une pluralité de relations, les relations
comprenant :

- une relation entre au moins un nœud de ques-
tion et au moins un nœud de rapport ; et / ou
- des relations entre des nœuds de rapport ; et
/ ou
- des relations entre des nœuds de questions.

4. L’appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions précédentes, dans lequel au moins un nœud
de rapport, de préférence au moins un modèle de
texte d’au moins un nœud de rapport, comprend et
/ ou est associé à au moins une fonction, la sortie
de la fonction dépendant de l’entrée d’au moins un
nœud de question ;
lors de la réception d’une entrée liée à une question
des nœuds de question, le moteur (50) est de pré-
férence adapté pour résoudre au moins partielle-
ment ladite au moins une fonction en fonction de
l’entrée du nœud de question respectif, et
au moins un nœud de rapport est adapté pour rece-
voir du texte libre, le moteur (50) étant adapté pour
recevoir le texte libre comme une entrée et, en fonc-
tion de l’entrée, pour actualiser ledit au moins un

nœud de rapport, en particulier le modèle de texte
dudit au moins un nœud de rapport, et
chaque arborescence de nœuds de rapport (RN)
comprenant au moins un nœud de rapport logique,
le nœud de rapport logique comprenant au moins
un nœud de rapport enfant avec un modèle de texte
associé.

5. L’appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions précédentes, dans lequel une entrée dans au
moins un nœud de question de l’arborescence de
questions (Q) provoque une duplication de nœuds
de question dépendant dudit au moins un nœud de
question ; de préférence, les nœuds de question du-
pliqués sont en outre triés en fonction d’une entrée
dans ledit au moins un nœud de question, ou d’en-
trées selon des nœuds de question dépendant dudit
au moins un nœud de question.

6. L’appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions précédentes, comprenant en outre :

des moyens (30) de génération d’arborescence
de questions adaptés pour générer l’arbores-
cence de questions (Q) comprenant des nœuds
de questions en fonction de la pluralité de ques-
tions, une pluralité de réponses liées à la plura-
lité de questions, des identificateurs de relation
de question (QrelID) reliant certains nœuds fai-
sant partie de la pluralité des nœuds de question
à au moins un deuxième nœud de question, et
des identificateurs de type d’entrée (InID) indi-
quant un type d’entrée possible pour chaque
nœud de question ; et
des moyens (40) de génération d’arborescence
de nœuds de rapport adaptés pour générer l’ar-
borescence de nœuds de rapport (RN) compre-
nant la pluralité de nœuds de rapport en fonction
d’identificateurs de relation question-nœud de
rapport (Q-RNrelID), qui relient un ou plusieurs
rapports faisant partie de la pluralité de nœuds
de rapport à un ou plusieurs nœuds faisant par-
tie de la pluralité de nœuds de question.

7. L’appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions précédentes, dans lequel des / les moyens (30)
de génération d’arborescence de questions com-
prennent en outre :

des moyens (32) de génération de nœuds de
questions pour générer au moins un nœud de
question en attribuant au moins une réponse sé-
lectionnable ou un élément d’entrée de carac-
tère à chaque question de la pluralité de ques-
tions en fonction d’identificateurs de type d’en-
trée (InID) indiquant le type d’entrée possible
pour chaque nœud de question ;
un moyen (34) d’attribution de questions pour
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attribuer au moins un deuxième nœud de ques-
tion à ladite au moins une réponse ou audit élé-
ment d’entrée de caractère sélectionnable d’un
nœud de question sélectionné en fonction des
identificateurs de relation de question (QrelID) ;
et
des moyens de sortie (36) pour sortir l’arbores-
cence de questions (Q) en fonction de la sortie
des moyens (32) de génération de réponse et
de la sortie des moyens (34) d’attribution de
questions.

8. L’appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions précédentes, dans lequel des / les moyens (40)
de génération d’arborescence de nœuds de rapport
comprennent en outre :

des moyens (42) de génération de nœud de rap-
port pour générer la pluralité de nœuds de rap-
port, au moins un nœud de rapport étant relié à
un autre nœud de rapport ;
des moyens (44) d’actualisation de nœuds pour
actualiser au moins un nœud de rapport conte-
nant un modèle de texte en fonction d’une entrée
reçue correspondante, l’entrée étant stockée
soit directement soit indirectement dans le
nœud de rapport ; et
des moyens (46) de sortie, pour sortir l’arbores-
cence de nœuds de rapport (RN) en fonction de
la sortie des moyens (42) de génération de
nœuds de rapport et de la sortie des moyens
(44) d’actualisation de nœuds.

9. L’appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions précédentes, comprenant en outre une inter-
face (60) pour afficher l’arborescence de questions
(Q) et pour recevoir l’arborescence de nœuds de
rapport (RN), une / la propriété de visibilité de chaque
nœud de rapport du rapport de l’arborescence de
nœuds (RN) étant initialement définie pour masquer
de la vue les nœuds de rapport, et adaptée pour
recevoir les entrées d’un utilisateur et pour transmet-
tre les entrées au moteur (50).

10. L’appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions précédentes, comprenant en outre une premiè-
re base de données (10) pour stocker une pluralité
de nœuds de questions et une deuxième base de
données (20) pour stocker une pluralité de nœuds
de rapport,
l’arborescence de questions (Q) et l’arborescence
de nœuds de rapport (RN) étant formées en fonction
d’un identifiant de modèle, l’identifiant de modèle in-
diquant un premier ensemble de nœuds de question
et un premier ensemble correspondant de nœuds
de rapport.

11. Un procédé pour produire électroniquement au

moins une partie d’un rapport médical, le procédé
comprenant :

le fait de fournir une arborescence de nœuds de
rapport (RN) comprenant une pluralité de
nœuds de rapport, au moins un des nœuds de
rapport comprenant et / ou représentant un mo-
dèle de texte ;
le fait de prévoir une arborescence de questions
(Q), l’arborescence de questions (Q) compre-
nant une pluralité de nœuds de question, au
moins certains des nœuds de question repré-
sentant une question, au moins une des ques-
tions étant liée à la réponse d’une autre des
questions et dépendant de celle-ci ;
un moteur (50) recevant des entrées, au moins
une des entrées étant en relation avec la ques-
tion d’un nœud de question sélectionné de la
pluralité de nœuds de question,
le moteur (50) stockant l’entrée dans le nœud
de question sélectionné et / ou qui lui est asso-
cié,
le moteur (50) identifiant au moins un nœud de
rapport affecté associé au nœud de question
sélectionné, et,
une fois que ledit au moins un nœud de rapport
affecté a été identifié, le moteur (50) modifiant
une propriété d’au moins un desdits au moins
un nœud de rapport affecté ;
le moteur (50) reçoit un premier ensemble d’en-
trées liées à des nœuds de questions d’une
branche de l’arborescence de questions (Q),
une branche de l’arborescence de questions (Q)
comprenant une pluralité de nœuds de ques-
tions qui peuvent être concaténés, dont chacun
est lié à au moins un nœud de question de la
branche, et
le moteur (50) modifie une propriété de visibilité
de nœuds de rapport affectés associés aux
nœuds de question de la branche en fonction
du premier ensemble d’entrées, et,
en réponse à une modification de l’une des en-
trées du premier ensemble d’entrées, le moteur
(50) modifie la propriété de visibilité d’au moins
un nœud de rapport correspondant directement
à l’entrée modifiée, en plus de tout nœud de
rapport dépendant d’au moins un nœud de rap-
port correspondant directement à l’entrée mo-
difiée, et
le fait de stocker les entrées reçues ; lorsque
l’entrée modifiée revient à celle donnée dans le
premier ensemble d’entrées, le fait de modifier
la propriété de visibilité d’au moins un nœud de
rapport correspondant à l’entrée modifiée, en
plus de nœuds de rapport dépendant dudit au
moins un nœud de rapport et qui ont une entrée
stockée correspondante.
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12. Le procédé selon la revendication 11, dans lequel la
propriété est une propriété de visibilité et dans lequel
le procédé comprend en outre le fait que le moteur
(50) insère l’entrée reçue soit dans ledit au moins un
nœud de rapport affecté et / ou dans le nœud de
question sélectionné.

13. Un dispositif lisible par ordinateur comprenant des
instructions qui, lorsqu’elles sont exécutées, mettent
en œuvre le procédé selon les revendications 11 ou
12.
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